**Offer Description - Product**

**Cisco XDR**

This Offer Description is part of the [End User License Agreement](#) or similar terms existing between You and Cisco (the "Agreement"). Capitalized terms, unless defined in this document, have the meaning in the Agreement. References to the Software End User License Agreement or SEULA in the Agreement mean Offer Description.

1. **Summary**

   Cisco XDR enables teams to detect, prioritize, and respond to advanced threats. It is a cloud-based solution that streamlines security operations by presenting prioritized incidents that are correlated across telemetry ingested from multiple Cisco and 3rd party sources. The process of event correlation involves continuous data analytics across current and historical data. Embedded automation, orchestration, and guided remediation recommendations help mitigate threats, reduce response times, and increase coverage without additional staff. With a data-driven approach, SOC teams can prioritize impactful events and strengthen overall security while enhancing resilience.

2. **Support and Other Services**


   2.2 **Other Services.** An XDR subscription includes the right to access and use Security Cloud Control and Security Cloud Sign-On Control. Security Cloud Control provides You a unified experience in deploying and managing Your subscription. Security Cloud Sign-on is used as a single sign-on (SSO) across products and operates as the native Identity Provider (IdP) or delegated IdP across selected Cisco products.

3. **Data Protection**

   The [Cisco XDR Privacy Data Sheet](#) describes the Personal Data that Cisco collects and processes as part of delivering the Product.

4. **Special Terms**

   4.1 **Disclaimer.** CISCO DOES NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT THE PRODUCT WILL GUARANTEE ABSOLUTE SECURITY DUE TO THE CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNIQUES FOR INTRUDING UPON AND ATTACKING FILES, NETWORKS AND ENDPOINTS. CISCO DOES NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT THE PRODUCT WILL PROTECT ALL YOUR FILES, NETWORK, OR ENDPOINTS FROM ALL MALWARE, VIRUSES OR THIRD-PARTY MALICIOUS ATTACKS. CISCO DOES NOT MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES REGARDING ANY THIRD-PARTY SYSTEM OR SERVICE TO WHICH A PRODUCT INTEGRATES OR TO ANY ONGOING INTEGRATION SUPPORT. INTEGRATIONS MADE ACCESSIBLE TO YOU THAT ARE NOT A GENERALLY AVAILABLE PRODUCT INCLUDED ON YOUR ORDER ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. XDR AUTOMATE ENABLES CUSTOMERS TO PROGRAM AUTOMATED WORKFLOWS. CUSTOMERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING THAT WORKFLOWS ARE PROGRAMMED CAREFULLY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION SUPPLIED BY CISCO AND WITH CONSIDERATION FOR HOW THAT WORKFLOW MIGHT OPERATE UNDER POTENTIAL DIFFERING CIRCUMSTANCES. CISCO RECOMMENDS ALL WORKFLOWS BE TESTED IN A NON-PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT PRIOR TO IMPLEMENTATION IN PRODUCTION.
4.2 Subscription Start Date; Claim Code. When Your order for Cisco XDR is received and accepted by Cisco, You will receive a subscription claim code via email. The claim code enables You to (i) set up your subscription in Security Cloud Control, and (ii) commencing on the requested start date (RSD) in the order, provision and access the Product. Your subscription will commence on the RSD whether You elect to provision Cloud Service(s) on the RSD or delay provisioning of one or more of the Cloud Services.